
How to analyze an historical document?

! First we should establish what a historical document is. A historical document is any 
kind of source that may help  us to understand a historical fact, an event or a period. It 
could be: a text (a excerpt from a book, a letter, a poem, an article, a law, etc.), a work of 
art (a building, a statue or a picture), an image, or a film (fictional or documentary). The 
technique of document analysis below is generally applicable to all kinds of 
documents.However, it is especially appropriate for the written documents.

Analyzing a document (external analysis)

The introduction of the document : You do not have to follow exactly the sequence of 
issues given below. The first purpose of this section is to introduce your document and its 
subject (briefly) as well as to clarify the following 

a) The author: Who is the author? What do we know about the author?What motive 
(purpose) might the author have had in writing this document?Do we have any reason 
to think that the author does not describe what he/she believes to be true?

b) The time frame: When was this document produced?

c) Place: Where was this document produced?

d) Category of document: What is the category  in which this document falls (memoirs, 
poem, novel, speech, law, study, sermon, Church document, song, letter, etc.)? 

e) Audience: What is the intended audience of this document?

Analyzing the document (internal analysis)

Believability of the document: Given the external analysis and the content of the 
document, how credible is the information?

Content of the document: What does the author argue (main theme; secondary themes: 
summarize them briefly but thoroughly. You might need to regroup ideas under some 
themes)? 

Evaluating the evidence (conclusion) :

Present your personal evaluation of it. Comment on the influence/impact the document 
might have had and the reason(s) for it. Distinguish between the short and the long term. If 
possible, situate this document in a wider context.


